
The Adventures of Vintage Barbie
The Adventures of a Wannabe Barbie Stuck in the 1950 s’

Vintage Barbie is a twenty-something paralegal based in Canberra. In 
between her work at a community legal centre and studying her Masters in 
Legal Practice, she blogs about fashion, food, and travel. 

Vintage Barbie has a love for vintage, retro and rockabilly fashion styles, but 
is also up to date with the current trends. Her idols are a mix of people and 
characters including Marilyn Monroe, Elle Woods, and Princess Kate. Vintage 
Barbie has worked in fashion so knows quite a few things about styling. She 
has also done modelling for photographers throughout the Canberra region. 

Travel is her favourite activity (after shopping!) and Vintage barbie travels 
all around the world whenever she can. She is also gluten intolerant and 
conscious of her health, but she is still happy to indulge in wine and 
chocolate! She loves sharing her adventures with others and loves to 
document everything through photography.

The Adventures of Vintage Barbie allows Simone to relax and focus on 
something she is passionate about. 

About the Blog
The Adventures of Vintage Barbie started as a travel blog in April 2014 
to document a 3 month trip around Europe. However it was not easy to 
update on the road. Vintage Barbie started posting more often upon her 
return to Australia and documented many of her highs and lows when 
travelling. 

The blog then started to expand on restaurant reviews and recipes for 
gluten free food. Vintage Barbie also decided that it was time to impart 
her fashion and styling knowledge on the world and began adding style 
posts to the mix. She wanted to be a blogger that the budget conscious 
could relate to in fashion, travel and food.

These three key interests of Vintage Barbie formed the three key topics 
of blog posts on The Adventures of Vintage Barbie: Travel Tuesday, 
Foodie Friday and Style on Sunday. 
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About Vintage Barbie

Readership Female, 18-40 years old, Fashionista s, International Travellers, ’
Budget Conscious, Lovers of Vintage and Retro, Cooking Enthusiasts  
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http://www.hopefulhoney.com/
http://www.creates.net/


Travel Tuesday Style on SundayFoodie Fridays
These posts document many of 

the adventures that Vintage 
Barbie has had in Australia and 

around the world. The posts 
target budget conscious 

travellers and include reviews 
of accommodation and tours, 

what to do in certain locations, 
tips and tricks and also packing 

lists.  

Vintage Barbie’s experience in 
the fashion industry and styling 

allow her to give style advice and 
what to wear to certain events or 
locations. She also loves sharing 

her outfit of the day posts to 
show some fabulous ways to mix 

vintage clothing with modern 
fashion. 

As someone who is gluten 
intolerant, Vintage Barbie 

thinks it’s important to show 
others some of her delicious 

recipes she has made at home. 
She also honestly reviews 

restaurants to help educate 
readers on some great gluten-

free-friendly places to go 
around the world.

vintagebarbie17@gmail.com

The Adventures of Vintage 
Barbie – Blog

@vintagebarbie17

@vintage_barbie1

@vintagebarbieblog

@vintagebarbieblog

Contact & Social Media

Blog Post Topics

Services Offered
Product or Business Reviews: Includes a blog post and 
promotion on social media.

Guest Posts: For other blogs or publications, based on fashion 
& style advice, gluten free food, or travel. 

Giveaways: Usually done via Facebook, Instagram and/or the 
blog.

Face-to-face Promotional Work:  For beauty products, events, 
food and beverage products. Min rate $25 p/h excl. travel 
costs if outside of Canberra region. 

Modelling: excl. nude modelling. Min rate $25 p/h excl. travel 
costs if outside of Canberra region. TFP arrangement possible.

Contact Vintage Barbie today to discuss a collaboration!

www.adventuresofvintagebarbie.com

http://www.adventuresofvintagebarbie.com/
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